Passport to Adventure

1. X marks the spot! Draw an X over each numbered box on the map as you complete the activity found on this sheet.

2. When you are finished, scan (or take a picture of) & send your crossed-off copy that includes your name and mailing address to education@earthecho.org.

The first 200 adventurers to submit their gameboard by email to education@earthecho.org will receive:

- COMPLETE A COLORED SECTION = CORRESPONDING STICKER (UP TO 4)
- COMPLETE ENTIRE BOARD = EARTHECHO ENAMEL PIN

1. Complete this Into the Dead Zone Kahoot!
   https://bit.ly/P2A_1A
2. Create an Ocean Acidification experiment
3. Complete the Beyond the Dead Zone Kahoot!
   https://bit.ly/P2A_3A
4. Create a homemade desalination plant
   https://bit.ly/P2A_4
5. Conduct a home energy audit
6. Defend your drain from microplastics
   https://bit.ly/P2A_7A
7. Complete the PlasticSeas Kahoot!
8. Watch this video and share it with someone
9. Watch a virtual dive in a Marine Protected Area
10. Read this & talk with your family about it
11. Watch “Wading into Water Quality”
12. Build your own water filter for stormwater
13. Create a rain gauge
    https://bit.ly/P2A_17
14. Watch this video about water conservation
15. Watch “Aquaponics 101”
16. Watch “Water Quality Specialist”
17. Draw and label this water cycle
18. Read A Waterproof Case
19. Complete a home water audit
20. Take a pic with your favorite body of water

21. Complete Step 1 of Biodiversity Basics
22. Watch “Sneek a Peek at Beaks”
23. Make your own bird feeder
    https://bit.ly/P2A_42
24. Play Backyard Bingo with friends or family
    https://bit.ly/P2A_43A
25. Color Disco’s habitat
26. Make plantable seed paper
27. Go for a walk & pick up litter
28. Watch “Urban Gardening”
29. Build a biome in a jar
    https://bit.ly/P2A_49A
30. Complete this MPA word search
COLOR IN EACH BADGE AS YOU FINISH THE CORRESPONDING SECTION!